Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is an important combinatorial optimization problem in which the goal is to find the optimal setting of routes for a fleet of vehicles which should deliver some goods from a given origin (depot) to a given set of destinations (customers) \[[@CR1]\]. It is a generalization of the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) (introduced first as the Truck Dispatching Problem \[[@CR1]\]) in which one vehicle has to visit some number of destinations in the optimal way \[[@CR2]\]. Both problems are proven to be NP-hard \[[@CR3]\]. There exist the exact algorithms able to find optimal solutions in a reasonable time for relatively small instances, but generally, those problems are computationally difficult and the state-of-the-art approaches applied in practice are based on heuristics (constructive, improvement and composite) and metaheuristics \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\].

Recently, we can observe a noticeable progress in the development of quantum computing algorithms and it turned out that they may be particularly successful in solving combinatorial optimization problems, such as TSP and VRP \[[@CR6]\]. The first quantum algorithms for TSP and VRP already exist and in the scientific literature we can find algorithms which can be run on gate-based quantum computers \[[@CR7]--[@CR17]\] as well as quantum annealing algorithms which can be run on adiabatic quantum computers \[[@CR18]--[@CR24]\].

In this paper, we present new methods for solving VRP and its more practical variant, CVRP (Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem), in which all vehicles have a limited capacity. The algorithms introduced in this paper are based on quantum annealing, because due to the number of available qubits, those algorithms have currently a greater chance to give any practical improvement over classical algorithms.

We developed and present four algorithms: Full QUBO Solver (FQS), Average Partition Solver (AVS), DBSCAN Solver (DBSS) and Solution Partitioning Solver (SPS). The first and second one are designed only for solving VRP, DBSCAN solver can also solve CVRP if capacities of all vehicles are equal, SPS is able to solve CVRP with arbitrary capacities. It is also important to add that the last two methods are hybrid algorithms and they contain important components which should be run on classical processors.

In order to evaluate different algorithms for solving VRP using quantum annealing, we carried out series of experiments using D-Wave's Leap framework \[[@CR25]\] which contains implementations of built-in solvers and allows to implement new solvers. We used QBSolv \[[@CR26]\] run on quantum processing unit (QPU) and simulating quantum annealing on classical processors (CPU), as well as hybrid solver \[[@CR27]\] run on both, QPU and CPU.

Beside quantum algorithms, we also wanted to test and compare several well-known classical algorithms which gave good results in previous studies. Based on a comprehensive literature review \[[@CR5]\] and further analysis, we selected 4 metaheuristics: based on simulated annealing \[[@CR28]\], bee algorithm \[[@CR29]\], evolutionary annealing \[[@CR30]\] and recursive DBSCAN with simulated annealing \[[@CR31]\], respectively.

In order to reliably compare different algorithms, we conducted experiments on well-established benchmark datasets \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\], as well as on datasets created by us, with realistic road networks (taken from the OpenStreetMap service) and artificially generated orders.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we describe in details all the quantum annealing solvers which we used in our experiments. Sections [3](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} present the design and results of our experiments, respectively. Section [5](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"} outlines possible future research directions and concludes the paper.

CVRP Solvers Based on Quantum Annealing {#Sec2}
=======================================

In this section, we describe QUBO formulations and solvers which we developed for different variants of VRP: general VRP, CVRP with equal capacities and CVRP with arbitrary capacities. Before that, we introduce our notation and assumptions.

Notation and Assumptions {#Sec3}
------------------------

We assume that in each instance of VRP (or CVRP) we have a road network represented as a directed connected graph with vertices and edges. We also assume that the depots and destinations to which the orders of customers should be delivered are always located in vertices of the road network (in the case of benchmark instances and artificial networks, it may be even assumed that the road network is defined by locations of orders, while in the case of realistic road networks, real locations of orders are usually close enough to vertices determining the road network graph).

Let *M* be the number of available vehicles and *N* the number of orders. Let's denote the vehicles as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Full QUBO Solver {#Sec4}
----------------

First, we defined a basic QUBO formulation used for solving VRP instances. The formulation is based on a similar formulation for TSP in \[[@CR20]\].

Let's define the binary function$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By definition of VRP, the problem of minimizing the total cost can be defined as minimizing the function:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To assure that each delivery is served by exactly one vehicle and exactly once, and that each vehicle is in exactly one place at a given time, the following term (in which all *A* components are equal to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Average Partition Solver (APS) {#Sec5}
------------------------------

APS is a variation of *Full QUBO Solver* for which we decrease the number of variables for each vehicle by assuming that every vehicle serves approximately the same number of orders. This means, every vehicle can serve up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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DBSCAN Solver (DBSS) {#Sec6}
--------------------

DBSS allows us to use quantum approach combined with a classical algorithm. This particular algorithm is inspired by *recursive DBSCAN* \[[@CR31]\]. DBSS uses recursive DBSCAN as a clustering algorithm with limited size of clusters. Then, TSP is solved for each cluster separately by FQS (just by assuming in the QUBO formulation that the number of vehicles equals 1). If the number of clusters is equal to the number of vehicles, the answer is known immediately. Otherwise, the solver runs recursively considering clusters as deliveries, so that each cluster contains orders which in the final result are served one after another without leaving the cluster. What is more, we concluded that by limit the total sum of weights of deliveries in clusters, this algorithm can solve CVRP if all capacities of vehicles are equal.

Solution Partitioning Solver (SPS) {#Sec7}
----------------------------------

While adding capacity constraints is not simple, we were looking for the solution that can use results generated by DBSS. Therefore, we developed SPS. It is a simple algorithm which divides TSP solution found by another algorithm (e.g., DBSS) into consecutive intervals, which are the solution for CVRP. The idea is as follows:
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                \begin{document}$$i=j+1$$\end{document}$), by a right side of Eq. [10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}. Using monotonic queue, we can get minimum in *O*(1) time.

We can now select some random permutations of vehicles and perform dynamic programming for each of them. The number of permutations can be regulated by additional parameter. With optimization of dynamic programming, the complexity of this algorithm is *O*(*NMR*), where *R* is the number of permutations.

The greatest limitation of SPS is that it considers only one TSP solution. Nonetheless, we observed that DBSS for more than one vehicle works in a similar way.

Design of Experiments {#Sec8}
=====================

The goal of our experiments was to test and compare different formulations of QUBO (solving different variants of VRP) on different datasets and with different solvers and settings (number of qubits and quota of time on quantum processor). We ran them using D-Wave's Leap platform \[[@CR25]\] and its 2 solvers: qbsolv \[[@CR26]\] and hybrid solver \[[@CR27]\]. To run comprehensive and comparable experiments, we prepared several datasets:Christofides1979 - a standard benchmark dataset for CVRP, well-known and frequently investigated by the scientific community \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\],A dataset built by us based on a realistic road network of Belgium, acquired from the OpenStreetMap service.

Christofides1979 consists of 14 tests, where each test instance is described by three files. The first one provides the number of vehicles and their capacity (the same for all vehicles). The second file describes the orders, i.e. their coordinates in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2-$$\end{document}$dimensional plane and the demand. The last file reports the time matrix (times of travel between various vertices in a graph). For a purpose of running our experiments and compare the results, we selected only 9 out of 14 tests because in case of other tests some hybrid or classical algorithms were not able to find any good solutions. All the important parameters describing Christofides1979 instances are given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1.Parameters of instances of Christofides1979 used in our experiments.Test nameNr of vehiclesCapacityNr of ordersCMT117200120CMT1210200100CMT1311200120CMT1411200100CMT38200100CMT6616050CMT71114075CMT89200100CMT914200150 Table 2.Parameters and descriptions of testsTestNumber of ordersDescriptionsmall-02No further conditionssmall-12small-22small-31small-42small-55small-66small-75small-84small-96medium-020No further conditionsmedium-126medium-227medium-324medium-425medium-525medium-620medium-714medium-817medium-915big-052No further conditionsbig-142big-248big-348big-450group1-142No further conditionsgroup1-254range-6-147Magazines are at most 6 km from city centerrange-6-250range-8-12-150Magazines are at least 8 km and at most 12 km from city centerrange-8-12-250range-8-12-346range-8-12-451range-8-12-550range-8-12-650range-5-150Orders are at most 5 km from city center. Vehicles have capacity greater than total demandrange-5-150range-3-137Orders are within 3 km from city centerrange-3-229range-4-19Orders are within 4 km from city centerrange-4-27range-4-75-175Orders are within 4 km from city center. We have 75 ordersrange-4-75-275range-4-100-1100Orders are within 4 km from city center. We have 100 ordersrange-4-100-2100range-4-150-1150Orders are within 4 km from city center. We have 150 ordersrange-4-150-2150range-4-200-1200Magazines and orders are within 4 km from city center. We have 200 ordersrange-4-200-2200clustered1-157In each one of four 1-km circles spread across the map, there is between 6 and 20 ordersclustered1-255

In the case of the second dataset, we generated in total 51 tests. Each test was characterized by the number of orders. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} presents a description of this dataset. Basically, it consists of 4 groups of test cases: small test (small number of orders), medium tests (medium number of orders), big tests (large number of order), mixed tests (various number of orders with some additional conditions).

In every experiment, our programs computed the minimal cost of serving all orders. D-Wave's quantum annealing machine is naturally nondeterministic, so are the returned results, so for every algorithm and on every test case we ran 5 experiments. The code of programs used in our experiments is publicly available at \[[@CR34]\].

Results of Experiments {#Sec9}
======================

In this section, we present results of experiments conducted using QBSolv and hybrid solver built-in D-Wave's Leap framework and using algorithms described in Sect. [3](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}.

Full QUBO Solver (FQS) {#Sec10}
----------------------

First, we investigated Full QUBO Solver (FQS) on test cases small-0 - small-9. On every test except small-0, we ran experiments for 3 different numbers of vehicles (1, 2, 3) on quantum processor (FQS QPU \[[@CR26]\]), its classical simulator (FQS CPU) and using a hybrid solver (FQS Hybrid \[[@CR27]\]). On small-0 there were only 2 orders so we tested only 1, 2 vehicles.

As we can see in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, QBSolv (FQS CPU and FQS QPU) exacerbates final results in test cases with more vehicles. For more vehicles, it can potentially generate the same solution as for less vehicles, because some vehicles can be just ignored. Solutions generated with hybrid solver (FQS Hybrid) confirm that. However, the size of QUBO makes the solutions with more vehicles unavailable for QBSolv. In hybrid solver, we have such a problem in only one case (small-9). However, in only 1 test case (small-3) QBSolv was able to improve the solution returned for smaller number of vehicles. In addition, in most cases QBSolv was not able to find a solution on QPU, the size of the instance and the number of the required variables and qubits was just too large. Also the required time of computations on QPU was worse than in case of CPU or hybrid approach. Therefore, we concluded that it doesn't make sense to run more experiments on QPU for larger test cases (with more cars and more orders) and we conducted next tests only using QBSolv on CPU and using a hybrid solver.

For larger VRP instances (medium-0 - medium-9), we observed that the transition from one vehicle to two vehicles is difficult. QBSolv usually returns much worse results (there is only 1 exception, test case medium-8). For the hybrid solver, in only one case the result for two vehicles is better (medium-6) but the results are usually still better than in case of QBSolv. We also noticed that the order of deliveries in tests with one vehicle was not optimal for majority of test cases. Only the least instances - with up to 15 orders - seem to be solved optimally. An interesting thing is that differences between results for two vehicles and one vehicle are very discrepant and it is not caused by the number of orders. By analyzing full results, we concluded that for 2 vehicles the solvers divided deliveries evenhandedly and for some tests it is a good way to build the optimal solution. We came up with an idea that since solvers found only these solutions, we can ask them to optimize only that kind of solutions, so we implemented Average Partition Solver, which demands less qubits.Table 3.Results on small and medium datasetsTestVehiclesFQS CPUFQS QPUFQS HybridAPS CPUAPS HybridDBSS CPUsmall-01, 21128611286112861128611286--small-111064310643106431064310643--21064310643106431237912379--310643--10643------small-212131121311213112131121311--221311--213112450824508--322192--21311------small-311804418044180441804418044--220819--180332219322193--322843--18033------small-411542415424154241542415424--217364--154241947219472--317364--15424------small-511090610906109061090610906--211676--109061348013480--311754--10906------small-612085920859208592085920859--226735--208592673526735--327110--20859------small-711811718117181171811718117--218710--181172311423114--321666--18117------small-811219812198121981219812198--212494--121981328213282--313282--12198------small-911918419184191841918419184--219848--191842143821438--321438--19848------medium-0120774--21775207742177524583236966--298792573725217279943282262723734185medium-1129868--29423298682942327606250639--394853082031129313463------333763201832588medium-2137045--35208370453520829442255579--365113323533163329473------366003256934480medium-3130206--29422302062942231092251787--357743142830273337903------359943362733712medium-4121257--20762212572076221435234379--254702241022722228853------235992217625446medium-5123013--21642230132146221737236149--220412277523076234033------248992238624336medium-6123804--24664238042380423926235826--244902426525178255103------270322336425122medium-7122847--22847228472284728308233441--265502433124460304823------271562715634064medium-8123843--14566238431456615575220804--159311425614808158293------158151546616930medium-9112228--12395122281239512842216606--139501232112830149263------132211317814619

Average Partition Solver (APS) {#Sec11}
------------------------------

We extended Full QUBO Solver with an option of changing the maximum difference between the number of deliveries attached to the vehicles, i.e., a deflection from the average number of deliveries per one vehicle. We found out experimentally that it should be $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{1}{10}$$\end{document}$ of the number of deliveries, which gives maximum difference in our test cases equal to 5. Having 1 vehicle, APS works exactly the same as Full QUBO Solver, so we ran experiments only for more vehicles (but we also included the results for 1 vehicle in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, just for comparison).

In most test cases, the results found using APS were better than results found by FQS. We can also notice that differences between results for 3 vehicles and results for 2 vehicles generated by APS are lower than the differences between results for 2 vehicles and 1 vehicle generated by FQS. However, in case of 3 vehicles, QBSolv on CPU still can't find better solutions with only 2 vehicles. The hybrid solver can find better solutions in cases with 3 vehicles than in cases with only 2 vehicles in 4 (out of 10) test cases.

DBSCAN Solver (DBSS) {#Sec12}
--------------------

We can see in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} that DBSS usually gives worse results than the APS, but we expected that it may change in case of tests with more orders thanks to utilizing the power of recursive DBSCAN.

Indeed, on big test cases with a larger number of orders, DBSS gives much better results than APS (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Additionally, DBSS can be run on larger instances and don't need assumption that every vehicle serves approximately the same number of deliveries (as it is in case of APS).Table 4.Comparison of results for Average Partition Solver and DBSCAN Solver on big test cases.VehiclesAPS CPUDBSS CPUbig-01800847159429728671051big-111576601468282206782149200big-21168646154105big-318587362236big-41156411129279 Table 5.Comparison of DBSCAN Solver and Solution Partitioning Solver (SPS) run on CPU on big test cases with various capacities.VehiclesCapacitySPS (CPU)DBSS (CPU)big-021007092873508285722957318928075150Not valid310071320767173707125178012355Not valid76807510071740Not valid550787269106654085976Not validbig-121001506081586312801506081529462651508041561883100151525153673360153190152854345164055Not valid5100151930168789540156242165271530174519176935 Table 6.Comparison of results achieved by Solution Partitioning Solver (SPS) and classical algorithms (SA - simulated annealing, BEE - Bee algorithm, EA - evolutionary annealing, DBSA - DBSCAN with simulated annealing) on a benchmark dataset Christofides79.Test nameSPSSABEEEADBSACMT1125.5423.6236.1816.5219.94CMT1226.8453.0620.2420.6821.37CMT1325.9786.7234.6635.0519.44CMT1426.8352.5220.2320.2322.8CMT325.1348.328.3828.82--CMT617.5848.315.4228.8215.82CMT729.4241.427.8931.6823.18CMT826.551.1626.6728.0919.4CMT934.1476.3444.2542.81--

Solution Partitioning Solver (SPS) {#Sec13}
----------------------------------

At the beginning, we tested SPS on test cases where all capacities are equal, in order to compare results with DBSS which can solve this problem. The results are presented in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. In some cases, our solvers were not able to find the proper solutions (we mark such cases as "Not valid") but in general, SPS outperformed DBSS.

Based on those experiments, we decided to test further only SPS and compare it with 4 classical algorithms - simulated annealing (SA), bee algorithm (BEE), evolutionary annealing (EA) and recursive DBSCAN with simulated annealing (DBSA). We ran next experiments with even more orders on mixed test cases generated by us (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) and on benchmark datasets Christofides1979 (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The results are presented in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} and Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}.Table 7.Results of Solution Partitioning Solver compared with results for classical algorithms run on artificially generated test cases.TypeDeliveriesSPSSimul. Ann.BeeEvolutionclustered1-1Average5769850663796087648923Best5769080521195635848152clustered1-2Average5577173743418143854719Best5575530599476877253490group1-1Average42158919156217153495137989Best42155388146526142774135593group1-2Average54171732145380145325137626Best54165043141065140947136307range-6-1Average4771670680036723459937Best4768459623126440459827range-6-2Average5080490843808391573651Best5079640795748591773051range-8-12-1Average50142008146553142835129069Best50140170136369127372126555range-8-12-2Average50146798137628145332129048Best50143598135493136776128803range-8-12-3Average461055441050519836692792Best46101577990049442391921range-8-12-4Average51147993143309148900128316Best51145559140088128575124405range-8-12-5Average50146719143516145685134162Best50143993139784139796133245range-8-12-6Average50146984148194150121136326Best50141467138781139400134692range-5-1Average5081728689006905267896Best5072527679846802267691range-5-2Average5081759693426856467981Best5076868679586778067716range-3-1Average3739790372683626029326Best5036851328773565029180range-3-2Average2934361393363406830497Best5033548353403290830466range-4-1Average5021559216042160421604Best5021317216042160421604range-4-2Average5018044184981864018498Best5018044184981849718498range-4-100-1Average1008491610662511855085346Best50813039852211238984514range-4-100-2Average1009152710553812774486538Best50885669731211151384750range-4-150-1Average1509039498711119547101126Best508804091972108442100195range-4-150-2Average150112539118351171620125444Best50110104110401170164121462range-4-200-1Average200112618124269179239139991Best50111259120510171530137684range-4-200-2Average200135243158634223262202373Best50131349135931203352194707range-4-75-1Average7562439604236538152701Best5060283563376205151846range-4-75-2Average7572077769648584960753Best5070403711648414060168

Conclusion and Future Research Directions {#Sec14}
=========================================

We introduced new hybrid algorithms for solving VRP and CVRP and ran tests using D-Wave's Leap framework on well-established benchmark test cases and on our own test scenarios built based on realistic road networks. We also compared our new quantum and hybrid methods with classical algorithms - well-known metaheuristics for solving VRP and CVRP. The results indicate that our hybrid methods give promising results and are able to find solutions of a similar quality to the tested classical algorithms.

Our primary future research direction is extending QUBO formulations to solve even more realistic variant of VRP - the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW). Also, we are planning to compare our hybrid algorithms with even more classical algorithms for solving VRP and its variants.

The presented research was carried out within the frame of the project "Green LAst-mile Delivery" (GLAD) realized at the University of Warsaw with the project partners: Colruyt Group, University of Cambridge and Technion. The project is supported by EIT Food, which is a Knowledge and Innovation Community (KIC) established by the European Institute for Innovation & Technology (EIT), an independent EU body set up in 2008 to drive innovation and entrepreneurship across Europe.
